
KHARTOUM: Sudan’s new finance minister, Gibril
Ibrahim, is a veteran rebel leader who fought against
marginalization under ousted president Omar Al-Bashir.
Now, the Japan-educated former professor holds the
keys to the country’s economic future.

Ibrahim, 66, has for nearly a decade led the Justice
and Equality Movement (JEM), a key rebel group in
Sudan’s western Darfur region that played a major role
in the bitter conflict which erupted there in 2003. A
polyglot and holder of a PhD in economics from Japan,
he now is part of a government tasked with steering the
country through a transitional period following Bashir’s
ouster in April 2019. 

“Ibrahim’s political expertise played a role in choos-
ing him as finance minister,” said Mohamed Latif, a
Sudanese analyst and columnist. “His appointment also
served as assurance that the government is committing
to the peace deal with rebel groups.” In October,
Sudan’s transitional government signed a peace deal
with key rebel groups including JEM which stipulated
giving rebels top positions in the government and in a
parliament that is yet to be formed. Ibrahim’s appoint-
ment came as Sudan faces daunting economic chal-
lenges, including galloping inflation of over 300 percent
and severe bread and fuel shortages that have triggered
protests in several parts of the country.

Darfur conflict 
Ibrahim was born in 1955 to a family from the African

Zaghawa ethnic group in North Darfur.  He earned a

bachelor’s degree in business administration from
Khartoum University before receiving a scholarship in
Japan, where he completed his master’s degree and
doctorate in economics and became a fluent Japanese
speaker. He also taught in universities in Saudi Arabia
and set up several private air and cargo transport com-
panies in Sudan, the United Arab Emirates and Chad. 

As a young man, he joined the Muslim Brotherhood
group and was once affiliated with the Islamist move-
ment that brought Bashir to power in a 1989 military
coup. He later turned against the movement to join the
Darfur insurgency led by African minority rebels who
complained of discrimination under Bashir’s Arab-
dominated government. Though largely focused on his
career in trade and economy, Ibrahim says his interest
in politics goes back to the days he “was a high school
student”. 

“I even led a Muslim student union when I was
studying in Japan,” he told France 24 in a 2016 inter-
view. He said it was the marginalization of the people of
Darfur-where a conflict from 2003 killed 300,000 peo-
ple and displaced 2.5 million-that pushed him to play a
more active role in Sudan’s politics. “It is not possible
for any sane person with a conscience to stand idle
before all this,” he said.

Political focus
Ibrahim officially joined JEM in 2002 as an eco-

nomic adviser to the movement which was founded by
his brother, Khalil. In 2006, he moved to London and

held the position of the movement’s external affairs
officer. He became JEM’s leader after the 2011 killing
of his brother in an air strike in North Kordofan, cen-
tral Sudan.

“His leadership is marked by expanding JEM’s politi-
cal role and the diminishing of its fighting edge,” said
analyst Al-Nour Ahmed. “Khalil had more experience in
armed fighting but Gibril was more focused on politics.”
In 2015, the movement suffered heavy losses in what
became known as “the battle of Goz Dongo” in South
Darfur that saw hundreds of its fighters captured by

Bashir’s forces. Ibrahim however expanded JEM’s pres-
ence across Sudan, establishing several bases outside of
Darfur. The movement also took part in several political
coalitions including Nidaa Al-Sudan and the Sudanese
Revolutionary Front, both opposed to Bashir’s rule.

Future ambitions
Under the October peace deal, JEM completely laid

down their guns, turning from an armed rebel group
into a political movement. And as finance minister,
Ibrahim has promised “not to sleep” until he ends short-
ages that have engulfed the country in recent years. 

Shortly after his appointment, Sudan announced it
was ditching its fixed exchange rate and adopting a
managed float in line with an IMF program. The bold
move, intended to help fix Sudan’s battered economy,
came despite the risk of sending prices up and fanning
popular discontent. “The success of his finance policies
is directly linked to keeping the Sudanese streets calm,”
said senior JEM adviser Gabriel Adam, who has worked
closely with Ibrahim. Ibrahim urged people to endure
the impact of the policy change, saying it “will require a
high patriotic spirit” and “cooperation”. But the veteran
rebel leader has his sights set on a bigger, longer-term
goal beyond the transitional period. “We want to
become the biggest party in Sudan,” he said in a
November speech at JEM’s headquarters in Khartoum.
“We have to prepare for the upcoming elections. We
want people to give us the mandate to rule Sudan... and
to make real change.” — AFP
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KHARTOUM: Sudanese Minister of Finance Gibril (Jibril)
Ibrahim speaking during a press conference in the capital
Khartoum. — AFP

By Lisa Johnston

This past year, industries from all corners of
the globe have experienced a challenge that’s
unique in scale and scope. The pandemic

presented an immediate threat to business continu-
ity, but it also served as a catalyst for rapid digital
change. Not only has this change helped businesses
conquer near term challenges like the pandemic, but
it has also opened the doors to an intelligence revo-
lution that will enable even the most unlikely organi-
zations to tackle global issues such as climate
change and social inequality. 

It’s difficult to overes-
timate just how much
businesses have had to
adapt in recent months.
Never before have eight
billion people worked
together to lock down
economies, close bor-
ders and restrict move-
ment in the interests of a
common good.
According to Science

Magazine, human-related seismic vibration - a use-
ful proxy for human activity across the globe -
reduced by half in 2020. It’s also well publicized that
gas emissions reduced by 17 percent at the height of
global lockdowns. These rapid reversals truly are
unprecedented, and they create a once in a genera-
tion platform from which to pursue real change.

Technology, the great enabler
The so-called ‘new normal’ has been a moving

target since the early weeks of the pandemic, but as
businesses and individuals have adapted to new
ways of working, they’ve found their own priorities
shift. Even with vaccines currently being distributed,
it’s hard to envisage things going back to how they
were before.  The most outstanding business leaders
are proactive and forward-thinking, only allowing
themselves to see opportunities where others might
see obstacles. It’s now, in the face of a global crisis,
those leaders are beginning to realize a sustainable
future is possible through data-driven digital trans-
formation. 

It’s well documented that digital technology is
already helping to cut carbon emissions by up to 15
percent in energy, manufacturing, agriculture, build-
ing infrastructure, services, transport and traffic
management. This offset is equal to the combined
carbon footprints of the EU and US combined.
Similarly, when the World Economic Forum part-
nered with PwC to look at Fourth Industrial
Revolution technology applications across the UN’s
Sustainable Development Goals, they found that
technology can have a high impact on at least ten of
them. If that’s correct, it means that 70 percent of
169 targets underpinning the world’s sustainability
goals could be met using existing technology appli-

cations. However, the next ten years, which many
have dubbed the ‘Decade of Action’, will be critical. 

From footprint to handprint
Four of the most common drivers behind sustain-

ability in 2021 are climate change, circularity, the
transition to renewable energy, and increased trans-
parency and traceability across supply chains.
However, if companies are to tackle these difficult
challenges, they must first establish the scope of the
problem. In other words, businesses need to gain a
solid understanding of their own environmental
footprint before they can take action to mitigate it.
During its own period of introspection, which
included making its own GHG emissions profile a
matter of public record, AVEVA realised its contri-
butions alone wouldn’t be enough to tip the sustain-
ability scale. The company’s most significant oppor-
tunity lay in how it could affect other organizations’
sustainability journeys through the technology it
had developed. In other words, focus moved from
footprint to handprint. With this in mind, AVEVA has
also joined The UN Global Compact to share and
collaborate with businesses on the world stage in
the pursuit of sustainability objectives. 

Sustainability for the many
Businesses have countless opportunities to fur-

ther their sustainability goals, many of them hidden
in plain sight. With the application of new technolo-
gies and a data-centric approach to problem-solv-
ing, even the most unlikely candidates from a diverse
range of sectors can turn the tide. Take National
Grid UK, for instance. The company partnered with
AVEVA in pursuit of a digital solution to help them
preserve the reliability of their network while coping
with the intermittent nature of renewable energy.
Today, the business can process up to 1.2 million
data points which are refreshed every five seconds,
allowing it to optimize energy traffic in real-time. 

Nava Raipur, India’s first new-build smart city, is
another example of how digital transformation can
enable social, environmental and economic value. It
uses AVEVA’s Unified Operations Center to stream-
line city operations, minimize risk and lower the cost
of operating the city’s infrastructure. This real-time
management results in more efficient use of
resources such as water, street-lighting, electrical
and sewerage services, whilst also ensuring the peo-
ple of Nava Raipur enjoy safe, green and reliable
living standards. The technology has been instru-
mental during lockdown, allowing local authorities
to keep civic services running smoothly without
putting staff at risk. 

The past year may have been one of the most
difficult on record, but in pushing businesses to
adapt and embrace technologies that they might
otherwise have overlooked, new economic, social
and sustainability goals can - and will - be realized.
Note: Lisa Johnston is Chief Marketing and
Sustainability Officer, AVEVA

Biden signs relief 
package, pushes for 
vaccine eligibility 
KUWAIT: President Joe Biden signed the highly antici-
pated $1.9 trillion coronavirus relief package into law,
representing a drastic measure by his administration
with one of the largest stimulus packages in US history.
It was reported that the first round of payments of up to
$1,400 may begin delivery as soon as this weekend.
Among the benefits in the “American Rescue Package”
bill is the authorization of a third round of one-time stim-
ulus payments of up to $1,400, an extension of unem-
ployment support to those still jobless, and changes to
the tax code benefiting families with children. The bene-
fits including federal unemployment insurance payments
will remain at $300 per week and will continue through
September 6 - down from $400 per week. More than 19
million were still receiving jobless benefits as of mid-
February. 

Republicans have heavily criticized the bill, notably
arguing that only 9 percent of the funds go directly
toward COVID-19 relief. In response, democrats
argued that the bill takes a more well-rounded look at
the entire economy and the pandemic’s effect on it.
Nevertheless, the plan has voter approval ratings of
around 60 percent and was celebrated by the IMF
which sees the package expanding US GDP by 5-6
percent over the next three years. The recovery,
according IMF spokesman Gerry Rice, can lead to
“potentially significant positive spillovers in terms of
global growth.” He explained, “Most countries should
benefit from stronger US demand... so this will help
global growth and recovery.” 

Addressing the country a year after COVID-19 halt-
ed the US economy, President Biden announced he will
order states to allow all adults to receive vaccines by
May 1st, adding Americans can again celebrate
Independence Day together by July 4th. He announced
his goal of vaccinating 100 million Americans within his
first 100 days in office would now be met on day 60.

Steady inflation
Consumer prices in the US increased solidly in

February alongside a rise in prices of gasoline, however
underlying inflation remained tame amid weak demand
for airline travel and hotel accommodation. The con-
sumer price index increased 0.4 percent last month fol-
lowing a 0.3 percent gain in January, boosted by a 6.4
percent advance in gasoline prices which accounts for
more than half the gain in CPI. On a yearly basis, CPI
climbed to a 1-year high of 1.7 percent after rising 1.4
percent in January. Looking at the core figure which
excludes volatile food and energy items, CPI nudged just
0.1 percent after remaining unchanged for two straight
months, and 1.3 percent on a yearly basis. Looking for-
ward, what is called the “base effect” has come into play
which means the headline rate will be pushed up due to
sharp declines at the start of the pandemic which will
now influence year-on-year calculations. 

The US Federal Reserve tracks the core personal
consumption expenditure price index for its inflation tar-
get, which currently sits at 1.5 percent. Recently, the US
central bank signaled it would tolerate higher prices on
the road to economic recovery. However, the fear mov-
ing ahead is that the central bank would be forced to act
sooner than expected. The expansionary monetary poli-
cy illustrated by President Joe Biden’s $1.9 trillion relief
package is a primary concern for fueling inflation. This,
coupled with the Fed’s monthly bond purchases and a

spike in Treasury yields are all worrying indicators for
the market. However, plenty of slack remains with around
19 million Americans on unemployment benefits. Fed
Chair Jerome Powell has attempted to calm markets from
such inflationary fears, indicating policymakers have no
intention in reducing stimulus or raising rates until the
economic recovery and more specifically employment
has recovered. The central bank will allow inflation to run
its course, acknowledging the rise in inflation we are
likely to see this year is to be expected and is merely
“transitory” due to the severe drops in 2020.

Market reaction
Tame inflation readings out of the US eased prior

concerns of rising prices, sending the dollar on a slight
decline marking its first weekly dip after rallying a total
of 1.81 percent the two weeks prior. The safe-haven met-
al gold fell below the $1,700 mark though later recov-
ered, while prices for 10-year Treasury bonds continued
to decline sending the corresponding yield above 1.60
percent. On Wall Street, the S&P 500 ended the week
0.48 percent higher after reaching new record highs.
Tesla shares gained over 4.7 percent while Apple and
Amazon rose over 1.5 percent, sending the Nasdaq on a
rally for the week. 

ECB surprises with faster bond buys
The European Central Bank announced plans to pur-

chase bonds at a “significantly higher pace” over the
next quarter during its meeting last week. According to
ECB President Christine Lagarde, the move was moti-
vated by the recent rise in yields and worries that “head-
line inflation is likely to increase in the coming months.”
The decisions reveal the difference in strategies between
the ECB and the FED, with the FED currently not con-
cerned with rising bond yields and inflation. This year,
the ECB expects the annualized CPI rate to hover near
1.5 percent, adding that it may rise to 2 percent on a
temporary basis. As expected, the central bank left its
deposit rate at -0.5 percent and reiterated that changes
to its Ä1.85tn pandemic emergency purchase program
will depend on its progress in stimulating a recovery in
output and inflation.

Vaccine rollout setbacks are still a major struggle for
the euro-area, lagging well behind the US and the UK.
Multiple factors including lower supplies, production
issues, and a row with AstraZeneca have lead to the EU
receiving far fewer vaccines than it initially ordered.
China and Russia have now stepped in, with the Prime
Minister of Hungary ordering 5 million doses of China’s
Sinopharm vaccine and 2 million doses of Russia’s
Sputnik V vaccine, fast-tracked their approval, and
began administering both last month.  

Oil signals recovery 
So far this year, oil prices have rallied more than 30

percent amid output cuts from OPEC+ members and a
steady global economic recovery. Even the more recent
reports of a buildup in crude inventory have done little
to send prices lower. US commercial crude oil invento-
ries increased by 13.8 million barrels from the previous
week. At 498.4 million barrels, inventories are about 6
percent above the five year average for this time of year.
Additionally, the American Petroleum Institute reported
an estimated crude oil inventory build of an astounding
12.79 million barrels for the week to March 5, versus
expectations of just 816,000 barrels. Nevertheless, the
recent rally spurred by OPEC+’s decision to delay pro-
duction cuts for another month was maintained along-
side a global pickup in demand. The price for Brent
crude touched a high of $71.38 last week. 

Kuwait                                                                                                                  
Kuwaiti dinar
USD/KWD closed last week at 0.30220.
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Google slams 
Microsoft over 
media payments
SAN FRANCISCO: Google on Friday took aim at
Microsoft, accusing its technology rival of “distraction”
for siding with governments seeking to force tech plat-
forms to pay media organizations for news content. In a
blog post, Google argued that Microsoft was trying to
divert attention from a potentially devastating attack on
Exchange emails servers by hackers taking advantage of
software vulnerabilities.

The comments came amid a heated battle of words
over efforts in Australia and elsewhere to require digital
services to negotiate payments for news content. Google
and Facebook have resisted mandatory payments, while
Microsoft has taken a more collaborative stance.

Microsoft president Brad Smith, in a letter to a congres-
sional subcommittee hearing, blamed Google’s business
model for “devouring” ad revenue on which news groups
rely. Google senior vice president of global affairs Kent
Walker fired back in the blog post, saying of Microsoft:
“They are now making self-serving claims and are even
willing to break the way the open web works in an effort
to undercut a rival.” 

Walker added, “This important debate should be
about the substance of the issue, and not derailed by
naked corporate opportunism.” In his letter, Smith laud-
ed the role news organizations play in defending democ-
racy and contended that the “internet gutted the already
ailing local news business by devouring advertising rev-
enue and luring away paid subscribers.”

Microsoft has lobbied for other countries to follow
Australia’s lead in calling for news outlets to be paid for
stories published online, a move opposed by Facebook
and Google. “News today is part of the technology
ecosystem, and all of us who participate in this ecosys-
tem have both an opportunity and responsibility to help
journalism flourish,” Smith said. —AFP


